
In the court of City Judge/ JMIC (Duty Magistrate) Srinagar 

 
Case No. Nil 

Filing No. Nil 

Date of Institution: 23.05.2020 

Date of Order: 23.05.2020 

 

In the case of:- 

Azhar Farooq S/o Farooq Ahmad Najar 

Ro Madina Colony, Kralpora, Bagh-i-Mehtab, 

Srinagar. 

      Applicant 
    Through: Advocate Fahim Mehraj 

L.No. 36417 on whatsapp 

M.No. 7780861848 

   Versus 

 

  UT of J&K through Police Station, Kothibagh 

  Srinagar. 

        Non-applicant 
      Through: APP Mohsin Khan 

      On whatsapp M.No.9419004843 

 

In the matter of:- 

Application for release of vehicle (Swift) bearing 

registration number JK 01X-5734 in favour of the 

applicant. 

______________________________________________________ 

CORAM: Amit Kumar Gupta/JO Code: JK00112 

      

ORDER 

 

1. The instant application has been filed through virtual mode 

(whatsapp) by the applicant through his counsel namely Advocate 

Fahim Mehraj seeking the release of vehicle (Swift) bearing 

registration number JK01X-5734 alleged to have been seized by 

the police of Police Station Kothibagh Srinagar.  

2. Along with the application, the copy of First Information 

Report (herein after for short FIR) alleged to have been lodged at 

Police Station Kothibagh, Srinagar has been attached. 
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3. The application along with the copy of FIR was forwarded to 

learned APP (through virtual mode) for filing objections which 

were also filed today itself through the same mode. 

4. The contents of FIR reveal that on22.05.2020 at 17:05 hours 

a written docket was received in Police Station Kothibagh from 

SHO P/S Kothibagh throughCt. Mohd. Shafi No. 1324/S, who was 

on duty at Regal Chowk, Srinagar stating in the docket that he 

along with HC Bashir Ahmad No. 796/S, HC Mohd. Shafi 1324/S, 

SgCt. Fayaz Ahmad No. 4288S, SgCt. Bilal Ahmad No. 2206/S 

and SPO Sajad Ahmad No. 1700/SPO was on Nakka duty at Regal 

Chowk, Srinagar in pursuance to the Orders issued by DPL 

Srinagar to check the spread of Pandemic infection of COVID-19. 

During the said duty Azhar Farooq Najar S/o Farooq Ahmad R/o 

Kralpora, Madina Colony, Kanipora, Srinagar was found plying his 

vehicle Swift bearing No. JK01X-5734 on road without the 

permission from competent authority thus violating DM Srinagar’s 

order and thereby committed offence punishable under sections 

188, 269 IPC. So, through the said docket he requested for 

registration of FIR. Therefore, in pursuance of the said docket FIR 

No. 40/2020 was registered at P/S Kothibagh and investigation was 

handed over to HC Bashir Ahmad No. 796/S. 

5. Learned counsel for the applicant on being directed has sent 

pic of R/C, I/C of the vehicle in question and Aadhar Card of the 

applicant through virtual mode. 

6. I have considered the application, allegations leveled against 

the applicant in FIR and the documents of the vehicle received 

through virtual mode. 

7. Since, the vehicle in question is subject to deterioration 
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while lying at Police Station and no fruitful purpose shall be served 

by keeping it there so the Swift bearing No.JK01X-5734is ordered 

to be released on supurdnama of registered owner or his duly 

authorized agent in case the same has been seized in FIR No. 

40/2020 registered by the Police of P/S Kothibagh U/S 188, 269 

IPC on the following conditions; 

a) That the original R/C of the vehicle shall be retained by I.O; 

b) That the supurdar shall not ply the vehicle in question 

henceforth in contravention of the restrictions imposed by 

the competent authority in view of COVID-19 pandemic. 

c) That the supurdar shall not dispose of or change the colour 

or condition of the vehicle in question till further orders and 

d) That the supurdar shall produce the vehicle in question as 

and when directed by the court or I.O. 

8. Copy of the order is sent through virtual mode to Officer 

Incharge Police Station Kothibagh through APP for compliance 

and to learned counsel for applicant for information. 

9.  The learned counsel for the applicant is directed to furnish 

the hard copy of the application and documents produced by him 

(through virtual mode) as and when the normal function of the 

court would start. 

10. The application is accordingly disposed of and the same 

shall be consigned to records after its due compilation. 

Announced today on 23
rd

 May 2020 through virtual mode from 

residence. 

 

                                                                     (Amit Kumar Gupta) 

  City Judge/JMIC 

     Duty Magistrate, Srinagar 
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